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AGENDA 
 

1.   Apologies  
 

2.   Declarations of Interest  
 
Members are invited to declare interests in relation to items of business on the 
agenda.  Any interests declared will be recorded in the Minutes. 
 

3.   Minutes (Pages 5 - 8) 
 
To consider the Minutes of the meeting held on 6 December 2021. 
 

4.   Public Participation  
 
Public seating will be limited at this meeting due to the current Government 
restrictions. You can submit questions in advance of the meeting to the following 
email: democratic.services@eastleigh.gov.uk. The deadline for submissions is 
midday on Wednesday 12 January 2022. Please let us know if you wish to attend 
the meeting in person so that we can manage numbers. 
 

5.   Updates from Task and Finish Groups  
 

6.   Chair's Report  
 

7.   Draft Arts and Culture Strategy (Pages 9 - 16) 
 

8.   Tree Strategy (Pages 17 - 36) 
 

9.   Cabinet Forward Plan (Pages 37 - 40) 
 

10.   Policy and Performance Scrutiny Panel's Work Programme (Pages 41 - 42) 
 

 

DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
Thursday, 10 February 2022 at 6:45 pm 

 

 
Your Council’s electronic news service - e-news  - 
 
Register your email address free with the Council and keep up to date with what’s 
happening in the Borough.  Simply select your topics and we will send you email updates 
with news as it happens including new Council Jobs, What’s On, Recycling, Transport plus 
lots more.  
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POLICY AND PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY PANEL 
 

Monday, 6 December 2021  (6:45 pm – 8:40 pm) 
 
PRESENT: 
 
Councillor Gomer (Chair); Councillors Asman, Duguid, Groves, 
Broomfield, Tyson-Payne and Kinloch 
 
Also in attendance: Councillor Kyrle 
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Cross, Broadhurst 
and Jurd 
 

________________________________________ 
 

RESOLVED ITEMS (SUBJECT TO QUESTIONS ONLY) 
 

211. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of interest in relation to items of business on 
the agenda. 
 

212. MINUTES 
 
It was AGREED - 
 
That the Minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 18 November 
2021 be confirmed and signed by the Chairman as a correct record. 
 

213. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 
A member of the public spoke on item 6 of the agenda. 
 

214. CHAIR'S REPORT 
 
The Chair wished everyone a Merry Christmas. 
 
The Chair updated the Panel with the following updates from task and 
finish groups: 

 The Direct Services Task and Finish Group looking at the use of 
temporary staff was awaiting proposals from the Executive Head of 
Neighbourhood Services, and was expected to meet next month. 

 The Environment Task and Finish Group was scheduled to meet 
mid-December. 

 
Councillor Duguid reported that One Horton Heath (OHH) Task and Finish 
Group had held a further meeting that morning and it had been very 
constructive, with plans to hold a general meeting on corporate 
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governance in January and further plans put in place to move forward 
without duplication.  
 

215. CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENT EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN 
 
Cllr Kyrle introduced the item and thanked the Climate Change Manager 
and all officers involved for their work on the plan so far. 
 
The Climate Change Manager presented the report. 
 
A member of the public attended to speak on this item and asked the 
following question: 

 Will the Scrutiny Panel recommend Cabinet take immediate action 
to generate and implement an action plan in the first two months of 
2022 that reverses the current increase in EBC in house GHG 
emissions in order to re-establish the carbon neutrality targets 
established in the EBC Climate and Environment declaration in 
2019? 

 
The Climate Change Manager explained that their approach was to reduce 
emissions as much as possible and then offset the remainder, rather than 
just buying offsets.  
 
There was a lengthy discussion around carbon offsetting, reducing carbon 
emissions and carbon analysis. 
 
The Climate Change Manager offered to provide a briefing for members 
and the Chair agreed that would be useful to have. 
 
RESOLVED – 
 
That the Panel: 
 
(1) Note the contents of this report and make recommendations as 

appropriate; 

(2) Note that the Climate and Environment Emergency Action Plan 
will be revised and the Strategy updated in 2022. 

The Panel made the following recommendations to Cabinet: 
 
(3) That Cabinet look into exploring credible carbon offset 

programmes and consider their material impact on net 
emissions; and; 

(4) An interim update to the action plan is brought to P&P in June, 
but that new actions should be progressed as soon as 
operationally practical and should not wait for the June or 
December reviews.  
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216. CORPORATE ACTION PLAN UPDATES 

 
The Panel considered the report of the Strategic Planning Manager. 
 
The Chair stated that it would be good for future reports to show which 
actions were on track to be completed within their timescale via a Red, 
Amber, Green rating or similar. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
It was AGREED that the report be noted. 
 

217. ACTIVE LIFESTYLE STRATEGY 
 
The Panel considered the report of the Strategic Planning Lead for Health 
and Wellbeing. 
 
There was discussion around how to include more activities that are not 
covered under the sport and active lifestyle brackets, the engagement of 
local parish councils and schools, how to include more Key Performance 
Indicators and how the data will be quantified. 
 
The Strategy Development Senior Specialist agreed to share a further 
qualitative data document with the Panel via email. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
It was AGREED that the report be noted. 
 

218. CABINET FORWARD PLAN 
 
The Panel considered the Forward Plan of Key Decisions. 
 
It was AGREED that the report be noted. 
 

219. POLICY AND PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY PANEL'S WORK 
PROGRAMME 
 
Panel members considered their Work Programme. 
 
It was AGREED that the Work Programme be noted. 
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POLICY AND PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY PANEL  

Thursday, 13 January 2022  

DRAFT ARTS AND CULTURE STRATEGY 

Report of the Head of Arts and Culture  

 

Recommendation(s) 

 It is recommended that the Panel consider and comment on the emerging themes 
for the draft Arts and Culture Strategy as part of early engagement. 
 

Summary 
 
The Council is currently in the process of reviewing and developing a new Arts and Culture 
Strategy as the previous Cultural and Creative Strategy ran from 2015 – 2019 and is out of 
date. Due to the pandemic, the Council has only been able to commence work on a new 
strategy this year. 
 
This paper outlines the current position in the development of the new Arts and Culture 
Strategy and details the outcome of a review which has been undertaken, working closely 
with key stakeholders and partners, and the emerging themes following initial consultation. 
 

Focus for Scrutiny 

The Panel is asked to consider and comment on the draft themes of the strategy as part of 
early engagement. 

Statutory Powers 
 
Localism Act 2011 

 

Strategic Implications 
 

1. Nationally, local authorities will continue to play an important role, not only in 
shaping policy and strategy for culture and creative industries in their area, 
but in funding and delivering creative and cultural assets – including public 
libraries, archives, galleries, museums, concert halls, theatres, training and 
education facilities, enterprise hubs and community venues. 
  

2. While funding in some areas has reduced significantly or even ceased over 
the past decade, some local authorities, like Eastleigh Borough Council, 
continue to maintain dedicated cultural teams, services and/or direct funding 
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and support for local organisations or projects. They are often the single 
largest public funder of such activity within the local authority area in question 
 

3. Within the region,  several other Authorities are developing their Culture 
Strategies.  Hampshire County Council are developing their cultural strategy 
and examining the role of culture in:  

 placemaking - its positive impact on tackling deprivation, increasing 
aspiration, and improving wellbeing 

 economic recovery - in 2020 there were some 8,840 culture and 
creative businesses in Hampshire/ 12.3% of all local business units, 
and culture & creative industries generated at least £2.8bn to 
Hampshire’s GVA in 2019. 

 
4. Other neighbouring local authorities (e.g., Gosport, Basingstoke and Rush 

moor) are also reviewing the impact of their local culture and creative sector. 
In addition to this, the Creative People and Places application for the New 
Forest has recently reached second stage interviews, and arts venues and 
organisations across the country (including The Point) are preparing business 
plans and forging partnerships as part of their applications to be in the Arts 
Council England (ACE) National Portfolio. A new cultural strategy for 
Eastleigh must align with such initiatives and developments across the region 
 

5. The Arts and Culture Strategy will support the Councils corporate priorities 
including Health and Wellbeing, Prosperous Place and Green Borough.  
 

6. Health and Wellbeing - The new Arts and Culture strategy will measure health 
and wellbeing impact and will positively support EBC priorities within the 
Corporate Plan. Over the last decade charities, government and medical 
bodies have gathered a weight of evidence for the positive impact and value 
of arts and cultural activity on health and wellbeing. The benefits of the arts on 
public health can be categorised into four main outcomes: prevention, 
promotion, management, and treatment.  
 

7. A further advantage to the NHS and Local Authorities is the significant cost 
saving that can be achieved by tackling health inequalities and reducing the 
need for medication and treatment. Social prescribing is an increasingly 
common way of linking patients to non-medical sources of support within the 
community. Popular activities include singing for improved lung health, dance 
for dementia patients, and volunteering to aid mental health. In addition to 
this, there is widespread acknowledgement that the arts are a critical part of 
providing holistic care and enabling people to connect with each other and the 
place in which they live or work, and that this is acutely important in the 
context of Covid-19 and its impact on the mental health of the nation 
  

8. A Prosperous Place – Working with strategic partners the Arts and Culture 
Strategy will define and prioritise economic impacts and identify the need that 
culture can address.  Attracting new creative businesses and building on 
strengths in TV, Film, Music and Photography whilst supporting the 
development of the arts and museum sector. Supporting entrepreneurs, skills, 
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and talent with educational partnerships.  Developing the cultural offer for 
young people, including career pathways into the creative and cultural 
industries. Ensuring that culture reaches young people who most need it and 
ensuring cultural education provision is sustainable and strategic rather than 
reliant on time limited projects 
  

9. A Green Borough – The Arts and Culture Strategy will use tools available via 
sector leader Julia’s Bicycle (https://juliesbicycle.com/) to set SMART targets 
to reduce the impact of its cultural venues and buildings. Work will take place 
with staff and audiences to change behaviour and shift attitudes. Training and 
resources will be provided to the culture sector in Eastleigh to reduce 
environment impact and programming will deliver innovative and thought-
provoking projects that engage young people and a new generation of 
activities in a sustainable way.  
 
 

Introduction 
 

10. Over the last two years the culture and creative sector has been significantly 
affected by Covid, the full impact of which will not be known for some time. 
However, there are reasons to be confident that the sector will recover, not 
least because of the growing recognition in recent years of the wider value 
that culture, and the creative sector contribute through positive impacts on 
health and wellbeing, environmental responsibility, education, skills, national 
identity, and global influence. 
 

11. The Arts and Culture service is a primary deliverer of arts and culture in the 
borough, through assets such as The Point and Berry Theatres. The service 
delivers professional performance, artist development and participatory 
programmes and festivals including Unwrapped (Street arts) and Eastleigh 
Film Festival. It also supports the development of the creative industries and 
owns and manages a variety of premises for start-ups and independents:  

 The Sorting Office – studio space for creative start ups  

 The Creation Space – state of the art facilities at The Point  

 The West Wing - office space for creative practitioners  
 

12. The most recent strategies and plans for the delivery of arts and culture are 
the Cultural and Creative Industries Strategy 2015-2019 (which had a strong 
emphasis on digital development and learning), the Public Art Strategy 2015 - 
2019 (with a focus on profile building and identity and currently under review) 
and the Point NPO extension year Business Plan (which is very much aligned 
to ACE’s Let’s Create Strategy and the Corporate objectives of health, skills 
development and tackling deprivation).  

13. The Arts and Culture service plan has a clear vision: 

 To position Eastleigh as a cultural destination, locally, regionally, and 
nationally. To be part of the regional arts ecology, presenting excellence in 
the arts within a range of high-quality programming, festivals, events, and 
activities that offer balance between commercial, social impact and artistic 
excellence.  
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 To engage with and inspire the local community, ensuring cultural 
prosperity and health and wellbeing opportunities for all.  

 To support, nurture and inspire the next generation of nationally  significant 
artists working in dance, theatre, circus, and outdoor arts.  

 To build resilience around the arts and culture offer, stabilising and 
diversifying the funding position through the continued development of  a 
mixed-income model. 

 
14. Significant progress has been achieved over recent years, including a new 

business model which has been implemented to develop the theatres into an 
innovative, externally focused Civic Hub, which focuses on programming that 
is inclusive and relevant to local communities. This new service direction has 
challenged historical perceptions of the ‘exclusive’ nature of Arts and Culture. 
 

15. External funding has been secured for creating spaces dedicated for children 
and families. Digital and External programming has been put in place in 
response to Covid and funding was sought to secure the future of the venues 
and grow the Health and Wellbeing impact. However, it is recognised that the 
Council has faced significant challenge through the pandemic which has 
disrupted many regular aspects of life including accessing cultural 
opportunities. 

 
16. The new Arts and Culture Strategy will be a key document in galvanising the 

cultural sector and identifying investment priorities whilst we continue to 
navigate through Covid and a focus on innovation and inclusion will be a 
catalyst for this work. It will be aspirational, inclusive of the cultural sector and 
community stakeholders and will set a vision for the future which 
acknowledges the Borough’s heritage, ensuring culture is at the heart of the 
Borough’s placemaking plans. 

 
 

Arts and Culture Strategic Review 
 

17. To shape the future Arts and Cultural strategy a research methodology plan 
has been established and work has started. Counterculture consultancy 
company have been commissioned with externally secured funding to work 
with the EBC team to provide robust data and evidence on which to base the 
new strategy. Counterculture will deliver a report after Phase 2 and the 
Council will action further community consultation in 2021 Q4. 
 

18. Methodology: 
Phase 1 – Desk based research including; 

 EBC strategies, plans and documents 

 a literature review of local authority cultural strategies 
and key national strategies, policies and plans for culture 

 ONS data regarding creative industries and national 
policy 

 Demographics and Cultural engagement in the Borough 
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Phase 2 – Consultation and engagement with a wide range of stakeholders to 
better understand the existing provision and opportunities for culture to inform 
its strategic direction. 
 
Phase 3 – Community consultation to test and confirm themes, 
recommendations, and implementation.  
 

19. The data and evidence from the assessment will be used to inform the 
development of the new strategy and help identify and encourage more 
people to access arts and culture in their community. It will also recognise the 
benefits this will bring to health and wellbeing, the economy, and the 
environment. 

 
 

Initial themes for the next strategy 
 

20. Evidence from the initial phase of research highlights that Eastleigh has 
always been a town based on connectivity – from a history of engineering and 
travel to its river location. This connection has led to opportunity, ideas and 
commerce and given the place a strong sense of identity. A place of makers 
and doers, one where there is a culture of rolling sleeves up and making 
things happen. Where “movement”,  be that the story of the railways or 
reputation for world-class dance; and a “hands-on approach” be that in the 
strong creative economy or industrious heritage, both provide Eastleigh with a 
clear brand position and USP as a cultural connector.  
 

21. Therefore, as the landscape in Eastleigh and culture more broadly continues 
to change, the borough could draw on this role as cultural connector. With 
more grass roots creatives in the area, an influx of new younger residents and 
new innovative models of regeneration springing up, this ethos of connecting, 
keeping things moving, living by the tradition of makers and doers is 
highlighted as a key theme. 
 

22. Eastleigh as cultural connector is a place that can: 

 Build networks so that makers, doers, creators can benefit from cross 
borough or region-wide collaboration more easily  

 Connect people with spaces, thinking outside the box about what natural 
and physical assets sit within the borough and what the needs of the 
creative community are  

 Create opportunities for participation for all residents – supporting 
programmes that enable people to tap into their inner creativity  

 Celebrate the stories, people, and spaces of Eastleigh – so that the 
makers and doers of the past can be part of the fresh story of the future.  

 

23. This means focusing on impacts that are:  

 Authentic: Enable current residents to feel more connected to culture and 
creativity and empowered to contribute, and future residents see the 
attraction of the area by the development of the Eastleigh USP, both in 
message and regeneration, taking its authentic heritage and personality 
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 Equal: Creating a place where cross service working, inclusivity, 
supporting Creatives/Makers, and addressing areas like health inequalities 
and access are fundamental aspects of strategic development  

 Amplified: A place where venues, parks, and spaces to feel better utilised 
and energised by new cultural activity, new programmes, and new 
partnerships. Where culture is powering up a better night-time and visitor 
economy  

 Connected: Where Hampshire, wider stakeholders, businesses, creatives, 
and residents benefit from Eastleigh's position as a borough that can act 
as broker, effectively seek out and manage relationships, and act as 
effective leaders in collaboration  

 
 

Next steps 
 

24. Initial data will be analysed by the EBC team and community consultation will 
be carried out in 2021/22 Q4. The results of this will lead to the creation of a 
new Arts and Culture Strategy and implementation plan for Eastleigh in Q1 
2022. 

 
 

Financial Implications 
 

25. The Strategy has no implications above existing service and project budgets.  
 
 

Risk Assessment 
 

26. The Culture strategy is key to ensuring the Council achieves the Health and 
Wellbeing objectives set out in the Corporate Plan. By not having a strategy 
the Council risk not clearly articulating it’s commitment to address the 
emerging challenges in the Borough nor will it demonstrate how it intends to 
monitor it’s delivery of agreed objectives and actions. It could ultimately mean 
opportunities to improve health outcomes for residents are missed. 
 
 

Equality and Diversity Implications 
 

27. The Equality Act is not relevant to the decision in this report as this paper is 
seeking early engagement with Policy and Performance and not seeking a 
decision. 
 

28. Therefore, it is considered that for this decision the Equality Duty does not 
need to be addressed and an Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) has not 
been carried out. However, an EqIA will be generated within the creation of 
the new Arts and Culture Strategy. 
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Climate Change and Environmental Implications 
 

29. There are no climate or environmental implications of this report. However the 
new Arts and Culture Strategy will outline how the objectives contribute to the 
climate and environmental emergency.  
 

Conclusion 
 

30. The research stage for the new strategy is still in progress and the proposed 
themes are subject to change. The Panel is invited to comment and feedback 
as part of early engagement.    
 

NICKOLA MOORE 
HEAD OF ARTS AND CULTURE 

 
 
Date: 16 January 2022 
Contact Officer: Nickola Moore  
Tel No: 07795307728 
e-mail: nickola.moore@eastleigh.gov.uk,  
Appendices Attached: None 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - SECTION 100D 
The following is a list of documents which disclose facts or matters on which this 
report or an important part of it is based and have been relied upon to a material 
extent in the preparation of this report. This list does not include any published works 
or documents which would disclose exempt or confidential information. 
List Background Papers: None. 
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POLICY AND PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY PANEL  

Thursday, 13 January 2022  

DRAFT TREE STRATEGY 

Report of the Strategy Lead (Environment) 

 

Recommendations 

1. It is recommended that the Panel provide feedback and comments on the 
general scope, direction and implications of the Tree Strategy so it can be 
developed prior to future adoption. 
 

2. It is recommended that the Panel give the Executive Heads for Environment 
and Neighbourhood Services authority to develop and implement detailed 
action plans to deliver the principles and forward planting work programme 
as required.   

 

Summary 
 
The draft Tree Strategy for Eastleigh is presented for initial comments. The Strategy 
outlines the Council’s current activities relating to trees, provides a framework to underpin 
these activities and sets the Council’s key principles in relation to trees. 

 
Focus for Scrutiny 

• Does the Strategy broadly cover the key areas envisaged? 

• Is there anything that staff have missed? 

 
Statutory Powers 
 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (“TCPA 1990”)  

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (“PCPA 2004”) 

The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (“the Local 
Planning Regulations”) 

Section 2 Local Government Act 2000 (Power of Wellbeing) 
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Strategic Implications  

1. Climate breakdown and negative environmental impacts are among the 
biggest challenges facing the long-term future of residents and businesses of 
Eastleigh.  

2. The Council’s approach to trees, including its existing policies and tree 
planting programme will support environmental objectives relating to creating 
an Excellent Environment for All and Green Infrastructure. Our approach to 
trees will also help to improve wellbeing through enhancement and access to 
nature. 

Introduction 

3. The Council undertakes several functions in relation to trees, which are 
described in a suite of documents: 

 On 9 December 2021, Cabinet approved the Trees and Development 
Supplementary Planning Document to provide guidance on the approach 
to trees alongside new development in the borough; 

 The Council has adopted a Tree Policy for its trees on public land which 
outlines how the Council will protect, improve and develop its existing tree 
stock in public places. This document sets out how the Council 
administers and enforces Tree Preservation Orders to protect trees that 
bring significant amenity benefit; and 

 The Council has adopted a Tree Risk Management Plan which sets out 
the method by which trees on Council owned land will be pro-actively 
inspected, recorded and managed. 

4. On 22 July 2020, Cabinet also approved the creation of an in-house Tree 
Nursery to help achieve its commitment to plant 160,000 new trees by 2030. 
At the same time, Cabinet was informed that work was underway to produce a 
Tree Strategy for the borough.  

5. The draft Tree Strategy, presented in Appendix One, has now been 
developed to provide an over-arching framework to support the activities 
summarised above and to help guide future action on trees across a range of 
services of the Council in a co-ordinated manner.    

Next Steps 

6. The Strategy outlines some high-level actions that will be required to enhance 
our current work with trees and begin to embed the key principles outlined in 
the Strategy.  

7. Moving forwards, it is suggested that Executive Heads (for Environment and 
Neighbourhood Services) are now given authority to develop and implement 
detailed action plans to deliver the principles and planting work programme as 
required. 
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8. It is suggested that public consultation is not required to adopt the draft Tree 
Strategy as it supports decisions already in the public domain (e.g. the 
Cabinet decision to create a tree nursery), it is not a technical or operational 
policy document and the Trees and Development SPD has recently been out 
to consultation.  

9. Following consideration by this Panel and the completion of any amendments 
required, the draft Tree Strategy will be reported to Cabinet for adoption.   

Financial Implications 

10. There are no financial implications for the draft Tree Strategy at this stage; the 
Tree Nursery business case was approved in July 2020 and developing and 
delivering more detailed action plans and updates to current policy documents 
assumes that staffing resource in necessary teams remains the same and can 
be achieved within current resources.  

11. It is anticipated that the Strategy can be delivered within existing budgets 
however if the Executive Heads for Environment or Neighbourhood Services 
identify the need for additional budget, this will be reported as required to 
Cabinet. 

Risk Assessment 

12. The draft Tree Strategy assumes that nature recovery within the Borough will 
continue to be a corporate priority and part of the response to the Climate 
Change and Environmental Emergency declaration. As such, the Strategy 
also links to the Council’s Biodiversity Strategy. 

13. No further risks have been identified as part of the Strategy at this stage.  

Equality and Diversity Implications 

14. The Equality Act is relevant to the decision and an Equality Impact 
Assessment (EqIA) has been carried out and is attached in Appendix Two.  In 
summary the EqIA shows that: 

 The implications of the draft Tree Strategy may have potential negative 
impacts for groups with a Disability, specifically with regards to 
accessibility in visiting and enjoying newly planted trees. This can 
however be mitigated with appropriate planning.  

 The draft Tree Strategy does not have any negative implications for 
areas of Social Deprivation, however ensuring that all neighbourhoods 
gain from tree planting will also allow these areas to share in their 
benefits. 

 An Equality Impact Assessment was also carried out to support the 
Tree Nursery Report to Cabinet on 22 July 2020. It identified a number 
of potential impacts and opportunities to be addressed to reach people 
with protected characteristics including maximising health and 
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wellbeing benefits for age groups, ensuring the consideration of 
disability barriers, particularly for group and home planting initiatives, 
ensuring good engagement with the community and using apprentices 
for the nursery project as appropriate. These will also be taken forward 
as part of the implementation of the overall Strategy. 

Climate Change and Environmental Implications 

15.  The draft Tree Strategy, and the technical and operational policy documents it 
supports, are part of the Council’s response to the Climate Change and 
Environmental Emergency declaration.  
 

16. The core principles and delivery mechanisms detailed within the Strategy, will 
help mitigate our changing climate by absorbing carbon dioxide (CO2) from 
the atmosphere, create shade and shelter thus keeping our urban areas cool 
and increase our resilience to flooding.  
 

17.  The amount of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) a tree will sequester 
depends on many factors, such as the type of tree, where it is planted and the 
amount of room it has to grow. Following the Woodland Trust Guide, it is 
estimated that 160,000 trees will absorb approximately 440 tonnes of CO2e 
each year. By means of comparison, total gross Eastleigh Borough Council 
greenhouse gas emissions for 2020/21, as reported to Policy and 
Performance Scrutiny Panel on 6 December 2021 were 9,163 tCO2e. 
 

18. The Strategy will also seek to safeguard existing habitats and, through 
additional planting, trees will also create more, better, joined up habitat. 
 

Conclusion 

19. The draft Tree Strategy is intended to provide a framework to underpin the 
Council’s technical and operational policy documents relating to trees and to 
set out the key principles for the management of trees, incorporating its 
commitment to plant 160,000 new trees by 2030.  

20. The Strategy allows for the current documents and activities to be considered 
in a joined-up way which will help to deliver more enhanced, co-ordinated 
action regarding trees.   

MIKE CULVER 
STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT SENIOR SPECIALIST (ENVIRONMENT) 

 
Date: 16 December 2021 
Contact Officer: Mike Culver  
Tel No: Ext.: 8472 
e-mail: mike.culver@eastleigh.gov.uk 
Appendices Attached: Appendix One – Draft Tree Strategy 
 Appendix Two – Equality Impact Assessment  
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - SECTION 100D 
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The following is a list of documents which disclose facts or matters on which this 
report or an important part of it is based and have been relied upon to a material 
extent in the preparation of this report. This list does not include any published works 
or documents which would disclose exempt or confidential information. 

 Biodiversity Strategy, Report to Cabinet, 9 December 2021 

 Trees and Development Supplementary Planning Document, Report to Cabinet, 
9 December 2021 

 Climate and Environment Emergency Update, Report to Policy and Performance 
Scrutiny Panel, 6 December 2021 

 Tree Nursery, Report to Cabinet, 22 July 2020 
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Introduction 
 
Eastleigh Borough Council (the Council) recognises that climate change is having a significant impact on 
nature and the environment and that trees, in addition to other green infrastructure, can have multiple 
benefits for our borough. These benefits include: 
 
Benefits to Climate 
 

 Helping to mitigate climate change by absorbing carbon dioxide (CO2) and some pollutants from the 
atmosphere 

 Helping to create shade and shelter, keeping our urban areas cool 

 Increasing our resilience to flooding by absorbing and slowing the flow of water  
 
Benefits to Nature 
 

 Stabilising and aerating our soil 

 Providing wildlife habitats and corridors and enhancing biodiversity   
 
Benefits to People 
 

 Improving physical and mental well-being by creating a pleasant environment and positive perception of 
place  
 

The Council’s role 
 
The Council owns and manages two country parks, several open spaces and numerous other ‘pocket’ 
parks and open land across the borough and is therefore well placed to add further value to and enhance 
its existing, and any potential new tree stock. 
 
The Council has a community leadership and place-shaping role across the borough, including towns and 
local centres where trees play an important part in creating a sense of place and greening the places we 
live, work and visit the most. 
 
The Council, through several of its Local Areas is also already very active in developing detailed woodland 
management plans and planting schemes, in partnership with others such as Parish Councils. For 
example, see the Bishopstoke, Fair Oak and Horton Heath Bee and Tree Corridor Scheme here. 
    
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this strategy is to provide an over-arching framework to support the Council’s detailed 
operational policy and technical documents relating to trees, outline the Council’s target to plant 160,000 
more trees in the borough by 2030 and provide a basis to develop further actions. 
 
Current policy and technical documents include:   
 
Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) 
Tree Risk Management Plan (TRMP) 
Trees and Development Supplementary Planning Document (Trees SPD) 
Policy for Trees on Public Land 
 
The Climate and Environmental Emergency 
 
The Council declared a Climate and Environmental Emergency in July 2019 and set two key ambitious 
targets to: 
 

a) put in place measures to ensure the Council’s own operations and functions achieve carbon 

neutrality by 2025; and  
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b) work with partners to aim for all projects and services delivered in the borough to achieve carbon 

neutrality by 2030 

Furthermore, the Council also recognised the declines in nature witnessed since the 1970s and committed 
to take this into account. 
 
Over their lifetime, trees can absorb and sequester carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e), however planting 

alone will not provide the solution to reaching carbon neutrality. The amount of CO2e a tree will sequester 

depends on many factors, such as the type of tree, where it is planted and the amount of room it has to 

grow. Following the Woodland Trust Guide, it is estimated that 160,000 trees will absorb approximately 440 

tonnes of CO2e each year. 

More information on our Climate and Environment Emergency can be found here. 
 
Our Vision 
 
Our vision is to manage the borough’s trees to maximise the benefits they offer, ensure that the trees we 
leave for future generations, and the character they bring to our borough, are better than those we have 
inherited, and plant 160,000 new trees by 2030. 
 
Our Strategy 
 
Our strategy is based upon two key principles to ensure that all existing and future trees and woodlands are 
considered across their whole lifecycle, as part of an ‘urban forest’ and with woodland and habitat creation 
in mind.  
 
The two key principles are: 
  

 Preserve  

 Increase 
 
The Council will strive to apply these principles to all trees within the borough. This includes trees on its 
private estate, on its public land holdings and, in certain circumstances, on behalf of other Local Authorities, 
such as Town and Parish Councils on their public land. 
 
Trees on private land, including for domestic and business uses, unless subject to a Tree Preservation 
Order are not in the Council’s direct control, although the Council may be able to influence their 
management and preservation through the Trees and Development Supplementary Planning Document. 
 
Other Local Authority private estate and publicly owned land holdings, for example that which is owned and 
managed by Hampshire County Council, is also not within the Council’s control. 
 
Although this strategy seeks to enhance trees, there are occasions where tree felling is unavoidable, for 
example, for the Council to protect health and safety or as an important part of countryside management.  
 
As detailed within the Tree SPD, the Council expects development applicants to demonstrate that tree 
retention has been fully considered as part of the planning process and only where there is exceptional 
justification, as evidenced by applicants, will tree removals be considered. Where tree removals are 
unavoidable and considered justified, to mitigate the impacts, the Council will expect applicants to submit 
proposals for the addition of new trees, as per the Tree Replacement Policy (as part of the SPD). 
 
Preserve 
 
We recognise the need to preserve existing trees to gain from all the benefits listed above and have 
adopted the following documents to help us achieve this:   
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 The Tree SPD enables the protection of existing tree stock and recognises that existing tree 
retention (in additional to new tree planting) is fundamental to ensuring that development protects 
and promotes the multiple benefits of trees. 
 

 TPOs protect trees that bring significant amenity benefit to the local area and protection is 
particularly important where trees are under threat.  
 

 The Council also has a statutory duty of care to ensure that the trees on its own land are safe and 
not a danger to the public so far as reasonably practical. This is achieved by the adoption of a Tree 
Risk Management Plan (TRMP) which outlines how we will inspect, record and manage our tree 
stock. The TRMP sets out the circumstances, and mitigation measures, where a tree may need to 
be removed due to health, wellbeing and safety issues, amongst other potential problems.  
 

 The Council has also adopted a policy for trees on public land. This policy outlines how the Council 
will manage, and is committed to its tree stock through protecting, improving and developing the 
borough’s tree stock in public places. 

 
In addition, the Council is also developing a Biodiversity Strategy and Biodiversity SPD. This will include 
protection of the natural environment and enhancement of biodiversity, including tree cover, across the 
borough.   

 
Actions: 
 
- Require developers to work with and around existing tree stock where possible 
- Enforce all TPOs  
- Monitor development to ensure adherence to planning conditions 
- Pro-actively put in place TPO area orders to stop pre-emptive felling where trees which are deemed to 

be under significant threat 
- Continue to review, re-asses and update the TRMP 
- Undertake a tree canopy assessment, with interactive map to establish current tree cover and baseline 
- Adopt and continue to develop the Biodiversity Strategy 
 
More information on our Biodiversity Strategy can be found here (see p107). 

 
Increase 
 
The Council has also set a target to plant 160,000 more trees in the borough by 2030. This is designed to 
maximise the benefits of trees across the borough as part of the Council’s Climate and Environment 
Emergency. 
 
To meet this increased demand for trees and reduce the distance our trees travel before they are planted, 
the Council has invested in a 2.8-hectare in-house tree nursery, located at One Horton Heath. The aim of 
the nursery is to grow a sustainable supply of locally grown, predominantly native trees. The tree nursery 
represents the main part of the ‘Increase’ strategy, and an investment of approximately £1.6m over 10yrs.   
 
The Council expects to see a return on this investment over the same period through sale of trees for 
planting to residents, businesses and others. The anticipated trajectory to achieve the target is shown 
below: 
 

 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/30 30/31 

Number 
of trees  

1,500 4,000 7,000 10,000 12,000 18,000 19,000 22,000 23,000 25,000 25,000 

Total 
number 

1,500 5,500 12,500 22,500 34,500 52,500 71,500 93,500 116,500 141,500 166,500 
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Our priority will be to plant single and grouped trees (from ‘whips’ (young trees, generally with a centre 
leader with few or no side branches) to ‘standards’ (larger trees, usually greater than 2m in height)) on 
Council owned land and our focus will be on connectivity, restoration, re-wilding and good management.  
 
Planting on Council owned land will include our country parks, countryside sites, pocket woodlands and 
public open spaces. Future sites may also be considered, as part of a strategic land review. 
 
When planting new trees, our key planting principles are: 
 

 Ensuring that new trees are well planted and nurtured to secure successful establishment 

 New trees must be located within the borough on ecologically appropriate land 

 The correct tree type must be planted in the correct location (right place, right tree). This includes 
consideration of biodiversity, size and shape, species, visual amenity, relation with surrounding built 
and natural features (including the health of surrounding trees and woodland), accessibility and the 
desired benefits of the tree(s) in each location 

 Different tree species will be required for different habitats to support a range of wildlife species and 
encourage resilience 

 Trees counting towards the 160,000 target must be planted in addition to any developer 
requirements 

 Numbers planted will include ‘hedging trees’ (defined as a tree) and understory planting (usually 
smaller trees below canopy) 

 Replacements for non-established new trees, dangerous and diseased trees and trees planted on 
private land will not be included in the target 
 

Actions:  
 
- Develop a detailed Tree Planting Action Plan to include; 

 
 Identify and map current and potential new areas for tree planting including quantities, distribution 

and species. This will also consider introducing trees to town and local centres to enhance the 
quality of place, aligned to Town Centre Principles 

 Manage natural decline through succession planning 
 Identify the potential costs and challenges of a larger tree stock and how to mitigate problems such 

as vandalism, poor establishment and additional maintenance 
 Consider how and when to issue new TPOs, and monitoring, when planting new trees 
 Develop nursery operations (including volunteers) and marketing 
 Consider the monitoring, mapping and recording of planted trees 
 Develop the tree nursery commercial plan, including budget and service planning 
 Assess the need to employ a potential Tree Planting and Woodland Development Officer, to assist 

with all the actions identified above, facilitate joint working (see below) and best position the Council 
to attract potential additional funding for trees    
 

More information on our Tree Nursery can be found in the Cabinet report from July 2020 here (see agenda 
item 122). 
 
Working with others 
 
We will seek to develop funding and partnership opportunities to increase the number of trees and 
encourage tree ownership and nurturing by the community.  
 
This will include working with other Hampshire Local Authorities (where there may be opportunities across 
the County for collaborative work), Parish Councils, Hampshire County Council, residents, community 
groups, schools and businesses. 
 
Actions:  
 
- Continue to develop opportunities for people to plant trees, as part of Plant Eastleigh 
- Develop joint working opportunities with partnership groups  
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- Consider bids for external funding for trees 
 

Future  
 
This strategy is a living document and will be regularly reviewed to ensure it remains relevant.  
 
Annual progress against the actions, including any subsequently defined Performance Indicators, will be 
monitored through the Climate and Environment Emergency Action Plan and Nursery Action Plan reporting 
process.  
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA)  
 

Title of EqIA: Draft Tree Strategy 

 

Brief 

description of 

the Proposal: 

An overarching approach to provide a framework to underpin the 

Council’s technical and policy documents relating to trees and to set out 

the key principles for the management of trees, incorporating its 

commitment to plant 160,000 new trees by 2030.  

The draft tree Strategy seeks to underpin the Council’s other documents 
and activities related to trees so that they can be considered in a joined-
up way which will help to deliver more enhanced, co-ordinated action 
regarding trees. This will lead to more benefits that trees can provide to 
people, nature and the climate.   
 

Assessment: 

 
It is considered that the implications of the draft Tree Strategy may have potential negative 
impacts for groups with a Disability with regards to accessibility at some new tree planting 
sites. With appropriate planning however, these can be mitigated, on sites which are 
appropriate.  
 
The draft Tree Strategy does not have any negative implications for areas of Social 
Deprivation however ensuring that all neighbourhoods gain from tree planting will also allow 
these areas to share in their benefits.      
 

For all of categories below please consider: 
 

1. Does this proposal eliminate unlawful discrimination? 
2. Does this proposal advance equality of opportunity between people who share 

a protected characteristic and those who do not share it?  
3. Does this proposal foster good relations between people who share a 

protected characteristic and those who do not share it? 
 

Statutory Considerations: Please highlight what impact could there be on people 

with protected characteristics.  
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Age: The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  

Efforts will however be made to maximise health and wellbeing 

benefits relating to planting initiatives as these are developed. 

 

Disability: Depending on where new tree planting is undertaken, there 

could be a potential impact on the site/areas not being 

accessible, in particular, for those with a disability. 

All new tree planting should seek to have multiple benefits for 

people, nature and climate and so wherever possible, new tree 

planting sites should be made accessible to all. 

There may however be some locations where this is not 

possible – and prior to the identification of sites (to be 

undertaken as part of subsequent, detailed Nursery Action 

Planning / work programme), this cannot be confirmed at this 

stage.  

Accessibility will also be particularly important when trees are 

sponsored and/or adopted (for example in memory of a 

friend/relative).   

Trees planted in town centres should also not impede 

accessibility. 

There may also be a barrier for people within this group with 

regards to potential future group and home planting initiatives.  

There is however likely to be positive impact on physical and 

mental well-being as trees can help to create a pleasant 

environment and positive perception of place.  

 

Gender: The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  
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Gender reassignment: The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  
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Pregnancy and 

Maternity: 

The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  

 

Race: As was identified and reported in the Tree Nursery Report EqIA 

to Cabinet on 22 July 2020, the local Gurkha community 

currently operate an existing community garden. This creates 

an opportunity to engage with this community and others in 

developing and implementing the Strategy. 

 

Religion or belief: The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  

 

Sexual Orientation: The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  

 

Marriage and civil 

partnership: 

The Strategy is unlikely to have a specific impact on this 

characteristic group.  

 

Non statutory considerations: Please highlight what impact could there be on 

people experiencing social deprivation. 

 

Social deprivation: Some research shows that areas of deprivation experience 

poorer quality environments (for example increased noise, 

increased pollution and poorer quality (and 

amount/accessibility) to greenspace). 

The Strategy provides an opportunity to ensure that the benefit 

of trees is equal, if not greater in neighbourhoods experiencing 

deprivation. 

As was also identified and reported in the Tree Nursery Report 

EqIA to Cabinet on 22 July 2020, the nursery project (as part of 
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the Strategy) will also include working with apprentices which 

may also support people living in areas of deprivation. 

 

What engagement or 

consultation has been 

carried out? 

Internal engagement has been undertaken, and comments 

incorporated from the; 

Executive Head for Neighbourhood Services; 

Executive Head for Environment; 

Strategic Planning Manager; 

Climate Change Manager; 

Local Area Managers; 

Tree Officer; 

Senior Communications Officer; 

Senior Business Planning Officer (Local Plan); 

Countryside Manager - and Officers within the; 

Ecology Team; and 

Urban Design Team. 

 

Currently there has been no public consultation on the draft 

Tree Strategy. 

It will also be suggested to Policy and Performance Scrutiny 

Panel on 13 January 2022 that public consultation 

is not required to adopt the draft Tree Strategy as it 

supports decisions already in the public domain (e.g. 

the Cabinet decision to create a tree nursery), it is not a 

technical or operational policy document and the Trees and 

Development SPD has recently been out to consultation. 

Furthermore, the draft Biodiversity Strategy, which also links to 

trees, following a decision by Cabinet on 9 December 2021, is 

anticipated to go out for public consultation shortly. 

As was also reported in the Tree Nursery Report EqIA to 

Cabinet on 22 July 2020, several forms of general consultation 

relating to trees have also been carried out as part of the wider 

Climate and Environmental programme. It was noted that no 

further equality concerns were raised.  

     

What could reduce 

any adverse impact on 

For Disability: 
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these groups? 

Ensure that accessibility issues are taken into consideration 

during the identification and planning for new tree planting 

sites/areas, as appropriate. 

Consideration will be made to ensure that people in this 

protected group are able to fully participate in potential future 

group and home planting initiatives. 

These actions will seek to advance equality of opportunity and 

foster good relations between people this characteristic and 

those who do not share it.  

For Social deprivation: 

 

The Strategy provides an opportunity to ensure that the benefit 

of trees is equal, if not greater in neighbourhoods experiencing 

deprivation. 

 

As was also reported in the Tree Nursery Report EqIA to 

Cabinet on 22 July 2020, efforts will also be made to widely 

publicise planting schemes to ensure all residents are able to 

access them and ensure they are inclusive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action Plan  
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Activity  Outcome Timeframe Person responsible 

Ensure tree planting 

areas are accessible 

to all, where 

possible 

To allow all users to 

enjoy the trees and 

continue to be able 

to easily access 

local centres 

To be determined, to 

be developed within 

detailed Nursery 

Action Plan and 

onward work 

programme 

To be determined, 

although this 

Strategy will be led 

and owned by the 

Neighbourhood 

Services Executive 

Ensuring all 

neighbourhoods 

gain from tree 

planting  

All areas, including 

areas of greater 

social deprivation 

share from the 

benefits of tree 

planting  

To be determined, to 

be developed within 

detailed Nursery 

Action Plan and 

onward work 

programme 

To be determined, 

although this 

Strategy will be led 

and owned by the 

Neighbourhood 

Services Executive 

Ensure all public 

and group tree 

planting events are 

well publicised and 

inclusive for all 

All users are able to 

participate in tree 

planting events as 

desired 

To be determined, to 

be developed within 

detailed Nursery 

Action Plan and 

onward work 

programme 

To be determined, 

although this 

Strategy will be led 

and owned by the 

Neighbourhood 

Services Executive 
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Lead Officer: Mike Culver, Senior Strategy Development Specialist 

(Environment) 

Manager: Diccon Bright, Strategic Planning Manager 

 

Corporate Director: Natalie Wigman [sign-off tbc] 

 

Date completed: 16/12/21 
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EASTLEIGH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
FORWARD PLAN: November 2021 to February 2022 

 
This Forward Plan sets out matters which may be considered by Cabinet in the four month period. It includes items on which a “key 
decision” is likely to be taken. 
 
A KEY DECISION IS - An executive decision (whether or not taken by the Cabinet) which is likely to: 
 
(1) result in the Council incurring expenditure or making savings which amount to either £50,000 or 20% (whichever is the 

larger) of the gross expenditure budget for the service or general function to which the decision relates; or 
 
(2) be significant in terms of its effect on communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards within the 

Borough of Eastleigh. 
 
The Plan also includes matters for likely decision relating to the Council’s policy or budget framework. 
 

KEY ITEM TO BE 
TAKEN BY 

DATE 
DECISION TO 

BE TAKEN 

PRE-DECISION 
SCRUTINY 

DESCRIPTION Contact Officer / 
Cabinet Member 

9 December 2021 
 

Yes 

 
Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Policy  
 

Cabinet   9 Dec 2021   
 

Cabinet will be asked to 
consider and approve the 
Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Policy. 

Helen Devereux, 
Property Lawyer /  
 

Yes 

 
Trees and Development 
Supplementary Planning 
Document  
 

Cabinet   9 Dec 2021   
 

Cabinet is asked to 
agree the final draft 
of the Trees and 
Development 
Supplementary 
Planning Document 
and adopt it formally 
for use in conjunction 
with the new Local 
Plan.  

Dawn Heppell /  
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KEY ITEM TO BE 
TAKEN BY 

DATE 
DECISION TO 

BE TAKEN 

PRE-DECISION 
SCRUTINY 

DESCRIPTION Contact Officer / 
Cabinet Member 

2 

Yes 

 
Biodiversity Strategy  
 

Cabinet   9 Dec 2021  Policy & 
Performance 
Scrutiny Panel 
 

Cabinet will be asked to 
approve the draft Biodiversity 
Strategy to go out for public 
consultation, with the 
amended final document 
brought back for adoption 
after the consultation period. 

Paul Howe, 
Ecologist /  
 

Yes 

 
Asset Transfer Policy  
 

Cabinet   9 Dec 2021  Policy & 
Performance 
Scrutiny Panel 
 

This document codifies 
previous documents that 
over several years have 
made up the long-standing 
policy on Asset Transfers to 
parish and town councils. 

Diccon Bright, 
Strategic 
Planning 
Manager /  
 

Yes 

 
Community Investment 
Programme Scheme(s) 
Approval  
 

Cabinet   9 Dec 2021   
 

To consider and approve 
projects within the 
Community Investment 
Programme (CIP). 

Tom Andrews, 
Finance 
Specialist /  
 

Yes 

 
Property Transactions  
 

Cabinet   9 Dec 2021   
 

To consider and approve 
property transactions. 

Liz Suatt, Lead 
Asset Manager /  
 

10 January 2022 
 

Yes 

 
Property Transactions  
 

Cabinet   10 Jan 2022   
 

To consider and approve 
property transactions. 

Liz Suatt, Lead 
Asset Manager /  
 

Yes 

 
Community Investment 
Programme Scheme(s) 
Approval  
 

Cabinet   10 Jan 2022   
 

To consider and approve 
projects within the 
Community Investment 
Programme (CIP). 

Tom Andrews, 
Finance 
Specialist /  
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KEY ITEM TO BE 
TAKEN BY 

DATE 
DECISION TO 

BE TAKEN 

PRE-DECISION 
SCRUTINY 

DESCRIPTION Contact Officer / 
Cabinet Member 

3 

17 February 2022 
 

Yes 

 
Capital and Treasury Strategy  
 

Cabinet   17 Feb 2022   
 

To consider and approve the 
Capital and Treasury 
Strategy. 

Tom Andrews, 
Finance 
Specialist /  
 

Yes 

 
2022 - 2023 Borough Council 
Budget  
 

Cabinet   17 Feb 2022  Policy & 
Performance 
Scrutiny Panel 
 

To consider and recommend 
the 2022 – 2023 Borough 
Council Budget to Council for 
approval. 

Sarah King, 
Corporate 
Director /  
 

Yes 

 
Corporate Action Plan (CAP) 
22/23  
 

Cabinet   17 Feb 2022  Policy & 
Performance 
Scrutiny Panel 
 

Approval of the Council's key 
corporate actions for 
2022/23. 

Diccon Bright, 
Strategic 
Planning 
Manager /  
 

Yes 

 
Community Investment 
Programme Scheme(s) 
Approval  
 

Cabinet   17 Feb 2022   
 

To consider and approve 
projects within the 
Community Investment 
Programme (CIP). 

Tom Andrews, 
Finance 
Specialist /  
 

Yes 

 
Property Transactions  
 

Cabinet   17 Feb 2022   
 

To consider and approve 
property transactions. 

Liz Suatt, Lead 
Asset Manager /  
 

24 March 2022 
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KEY ITEM TO BE 
TAKEN BY 

DATE 
DECISION TO 

BE TAKEN 

PRE-DECISION 
SCRUTINY 

DESCRIPTION Contact Officer / 
Cabinet Member 

4 

Yes 

 
Freeport Full Business Case  
 

Cabinet   24 Mar 2022   
 

The Freeport site has 
progressed to submitting the 
Full Business Case to 
Government for approval 
and creation of the Freeport 
Tax Sites. This report details 
key aspects of the business 
case and the Council’s 
obligations from it. 

Andy Smith, 
Executive Head 
of Finance and 
Housing 
Programme 
(Deputy Chief 
Financial Officer), 
Andy Grandfield, 
Executive Head 
of Planning and 
Economy /  
 

Yes 

 
Property Transactions  
 

Cabinet   24 Mar 2022   
 

To consider and approve 
property transactions. 

 /  
 

Yes 

 
Community Investment 
Programme Scheme(s) 
Approval  
 

Cabinet   24 Mar 2022   
 

To consider and approve 
projects within the 
Community Investment 
Programme (CIP). 

 /  
 

 
 
FOOTNOTES: 
Public Participation will apply to enable representations to be made at the time the decision is to be taken. 
Written reports for public items will be available as part of the agenda papers and are usually available one week prior to 
the meeting. 
 
Contact Officer: Laura Johnston – Democratic Services Manager 
Publication Date: 04 January 2022 
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Policy & Performance Scrutiny Panel 
Work Plan 2021/22 
16 September 2021 
Topic Attendees 

Use of Agency Staff in Direct Services (T&F) Paul Naylor 

NWWW Dashboard Review Paul Naylor 

One Horton Heath – Update and Policy Development  Chris Payne 

14 October 2021 
Topic Attendees 

Use of Agency Staff in Direct Services (T&F) Paul Naylor 

NWWW Dashboard Review Paul Naylor 

One Horton Heath – Update and Policy Development Chris Payne 

Asset Transfer Policy Diccon Bright 

18 November 2021 
Topic Attendees 

biodiversity strategy delivery documents Paul Howe (confirmed) 

Performance Data, Q1&2 Exec heads (confirmed) 

6 December 2021 
Topic Attendees 

Climate and Environment Emergency Action Plan update  Andy Brennan  

CAP Updates 

Cabinet progress against CAP items 

Diccon Bright 

Active Lifestyle Strategy (Early Engagement, T&F) Andrew Saunders  

 

13 January 2022 
Topic Attendees 

Emerging Culture Strategy Nicola Moore 

Tree Strategy Diccon Bright 

10 February 2022 
Topic Attendees 

Budget (Including CAP) Sarah King, Andy Smith, Diccon Bright 

Performance Data, Q3 CLB 

Public Art Strategy TBC 

CAP Diccon Bright 
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10 March 2022 
Topic Attendees 

Public Transport Operators (Bus and Rail)  

Complaints Performance Louise O’Driscoll/Jess Hatch 

Equalities Strategy Andrew Saunders  

SUDs SPD (Part for formal adoption consultation) Dawn Heppell 

TBC Complaints Policy/Persistent Complainants Jo Cassar/Louise O’Driscoll ??? 

  

  

 

Items Expected but not Scheduled 
Topic Attendees 

High Streets Strategy (Pre-decision)  

Hospital Consultation (External Consultation)  

Project resources/performance  

  

  

  

  

 

Items for next programme: 

May 

Community Safety Partnership Review Melvin Hartley, Hampshire Police 
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